Pattern matching on text data has been a fundamental field of Computer Science for nearly 40 years. Databases supporting full-text indexing functionality on text data are now widely used by biologists. In the theoretical literature, the most popular internal-memory index structures are the suffix trees and the suffix arrays, and the most popular external-memory index structure is the string B-tree. However, the practical applicability of these indexes has been limited mainly because of their space consumption and I/O issues. These structures use a lot more space (almost 20 to 50 times more) than the original text data and are often disk-resident.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given a text T which is a string of characters drawn from an alphabet set Σ and a pattern P , how can we locate all the occurrences of the pattern P in T ? This has been a fundamental problem in Computer Science since almost half a century. Many algorithms are known to solve this problem in O(n + m) time where n is the size of the text and m is the size of the pattern [19] . When the text T is already known and the patterns keep changing, the problem is best seen as a data structure/indexing problem where we can preprocess the text into an index, and the query comes in as a pattern or a set of patterns. In particular, suffix trees [22] , [27] and suffix arrays [21] are two indexes widely used for this purpose, and there is still a considerable amount of research interest in database, algorithms, and pattern matching communities on these data structures even in this decade. Nevertheless, two of the main short-comings of these indexes make them insufficient for answering the needs of nowadays applications whose data volumes are huge. The first one is their space requirements, which are often 20 to 60 times the original text, and the second one is their poor locality of reference, which often induces main performance bottleneck when the data resides on disk. Each of these short-comings have been partly addressed by the research community. Firstly, to reduce space requirements, there has been a lot of recent research on compressed text indexing which is based on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) of the text [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . Secondly, to improve the locality, Ferragina and Grossi designed the String B-tree [9] which achieves theoretically optimal I/O performance. However, these two short-comings have so far only been addressed separately but not simultaneously.
Even though storage space has been increasing, the need for compressing data is still very important due to emergence of device-based computing where mobile-devices have limited RAM and the data storage is distributed across some network. Also, the compressed data often fits into faster levels of memory hierarchy, thus automatically reducing I/O performance bottleneck. Recently, Chien et al [8] proposed compact text indexing in external memory which promises to achieve both good I/O performance and good compression factor at one shot. The main idea is by incorporating orthogonal range searching data structures on top of the String B-tree for answering text queries. Particularly, the focus has been in two-dimensions where one has to build an index on a set S of points to answer range queries specified by a rectangle (x , x r , y , y r ) and the answer is {(
Although there were lower bounds shown that good I/O performance may not be possible in terms of clustering output occurrences, it was suggested that by using popular practical range query structures good performance may be obtained. The search performance relies heavily on how range searching is supported. It is thus interesting to see whether such an index is realizable, and investigate its performance when we apply the popular R-trees and KD-trees as the core range query structures. Also, of particular interest is to develop the range query structures which are tailor-made for the queries arising in above application. In this paper, we address these issues and show the first practical I/O-efficient compressed text index, which achieves a whole range of space-time trade-offs when compared with String B-tree.
Our work is based on the principle that elegant theory drives and begets many new practically applicable methods. Our work is based on the strict theoretical foundations of Burrows-Wheeler transform and combines theoretically and practically elegant structures like String B-tree/R-trees to obtain a space-saving index for pattern matching in external memory.
A. Related Work
Text compression has been a very well-researched area. Starting from Ziv-Lempel (LZ) [28] scheme which achieves high-order entropy compression, many other schemes and variants have been developed. More recently, another compression scheme called Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [6] was introduced. This scheme was later shown to be particularly useful in text indexing applications: Ferragina and Manzini [11] introduced a new text index based on BWT which takes space nearly about the compressed text (thus much less than that of suffix trees or suffix arrays) and at the same time answering pattern matching queries efficiently. A slightly orthogonal approach was taken by Grossi and Vitter [14] which compressed the suffix arrays using a principle similar to BWT. Since then, this field has been thriving with many other variants and improvements are achieved (see the excellent survey by Navarro and Mäkinen [23] ). The concept of BWT has also been applied to compress and index XML (or tree shaped) documents [10] . A good collection of practical solutions and benchmarks are collected on the Pizza&Chili website [24] . However, most of the work until now has mainly stayed focussed on internal memory (RAM model) computations.
The field of orthogonal range searching has a long history (see the comprehensive survey in [1] ). Staring with lower bounds given by Chazelle [7] , there has been a plethora of results attempting to address this in the internal as well as the external memory model. When occ is the size of the output of the orthogonal range query, Hellerstein et al [16] showed that query bounds having the term occ/B I/Os cannot be achieved if we can only use linear-sized structures (here B denotes the size of disk page). For non-replicating structures, the lower bound of Ω( n/B + occ/B) I/Os was shown by Kanth and Singh [18] . Arge et al [2] showed a worst-case R-tree achieving this bound. It was also shown by Arge and Vitter [3] that if we can use about log n times more space, then the optimal I/O bound of O(log B n + occ/B) will be achievable. Nevertheless, there have been many practical structures widely used in database community which use linear space and (although with no worst-case guarantee) achieve practically good I/O performance.
Many other recent related research has been appearing in database community. In [25] , Sinha et al. investigated various approaches to improve the locality of reference in suffix arrays. The data here resides on the disk. They used suffix arrays as a measure of space saving with respect to suffix trees and showed that one can achieve about three times faster in query performance by using a combination of small trie with suffix array-like blocked data structure. Results focussing on the need of practical approaches have also been appearing. In [26] , [5] , the focus is on the practical issues involved in suffix tree construction. Arroyuelo and Navarro [4] have attempted to present the first compressed index in the external memory based on LZ-trie based index. Their index achieved space bounds being very close to the text size, but nevertheless incurring much more I/Os for matching patterns (especially when the pattern is long). Their index achieved reasonable I/O throughput while reporting matching location: 5-10% of the disk pages examined come from the actual occurrences. However, this is still much lower than almost close to 100% throughput achieved by suffix arrays and String B-trees.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the String B-tree [9] , which is theoretically the best text index in the external memory model. Due to limited space, we omit the explanations for the suffix trees [22] , [27] (which is a compact trie containing all suffixes of a text) and the suffix arrays [21] (which is an array containing (the locations of) all suffixes of a text, sorted in lexicographical order), and assume the readers have fair understanding on these topics. For those readers who may be unfamiliar, we recommend the reference [15] for details.
A. String B-tree
While suffix trees and suffix arrays exhibit good searching performance in the internal memory model, they do not work well when they are stored on disk, as the searching process may invoke many random I/O accesses. To improve the I/O access behavior, Ferragina and Grossi [9] proposed the String B-tree (SBT) index for a text T , which basically organized the entries of the suffix array with a B-tree. Each node in the SBT occupies 1 disk page, storing Θ(B) suffix array entries. As a result, SBT has Θ(log B n) levels.
The SA range of a pattern P (which is the contiguous range in the suffix array containing all occurrences of P in T ) can be found by traversing the SBT analogous to searching a key in a B-tree. When a node of the SBT is visited, the entries in the node, which are essentially the suffixes of T , are then used to compare with P and tell which child node to be visited next. In addition, each node is coupled with a blind trie of the corresponding suffixes to further reduce the I/Os incurred in the above comparison. 1 The following lemma summarizes the performance of the SBT in [9] : Lemma 1: Let T be a text of n characters. The SBT of T can be stored in O(n/B) disk pages. Then for any query pattern P , we can compute the suffix range of P in O(|P |/B + log B n) I/Os.
III. GBWT AND I/O-EFFICIENT COMPRESSED TEXT INDEX
Despite the excellent I/O performance in pattern matching, a major disadvantage of the SBT is the storage requirement. While the indexed text T can naively be stored in O(n) bits when the alphabet size |Σ| is a constant (more precisely, O(n log |Σ|) bits when the alphabet of T is Σ), SBT will require O(n log n) bits; the exact ratio can be up to a factor of 20 to 60 times in practice, when the indexed texts are DNA sequences (whose alphabet size is 4). Chien et al [8] proposed a variant of the Burrows-Wheeler Transform [6] , called geometric BWT (GBWT), and show that it can be used to design a compressed text index that works well in the external memory model. Their main idea is very simple: maintaining a subset of suffixes instead of all suffixes in the SBT. In the remainder of the section, we will first explain briefly the GBWT, then describe how to design an external-memory index based on GBWT, and show how pattern searching can then be supported.
A. Definition of GBWT
Given a text T and a blocking factor d, let T [1..n/d] be the text formed by blocking every consecutive d characters of T to form a single meta-character. For example, if T = acgtacgtgcgt and d = 3, then T would be equal to T = acg tac gtg cgt, consisting of 4 meta-characters. Thus, the suffix of T starting at position i corresponds to the suffix of T starting at position
The GBWT of T is defined as a specific set of 2-tuples (x, c) based on T and SA , where x is an integer between 1 to n/d, and c is a meta-character. Recall that SA [i] corresponds to the ith lexicographically smallest suffix in T . For such a suffix, we let c i be the meta-character before it (that is, with d original characters), but written in the reverse order. For instance, in the above example, SA [2] = 4, so that cgt is the second lexicographically smallest suffix of T . Then we have c 2 = gtg. The GBWT of T is simply the set of tuples Figure 1 for a complete example.
Indeed, each meta-character c i in a GBWT tuple can naturally be thought as an integer, whose bit representation is exactly the d log |Σ| bits we use to encode c i . For instance, in our example, suppose the original characters a, c, g, t are encoded by 00, 01, 10, and 11, respectively. Then a meta-character cat will be encoded by 100011, and can be thought as the integer 35. Consequently, the GBWT of T can be represented by n/d points in the 2-d plane. See Figure 1 (c) for an example.
B. I/O-efficient Compressed Text Index
The fundamental component of Chien et al's compressed text index is the SBT defined on T . Since there are only n/d suffixes in T , the space of the SBT of T becomes O((n/d) log(n/d)) bits, which is only 1/d of the space of a standard SBT. Although we have not maintained all the suffixes, we can still support pattern searching with such an SBT, though in a very restricted form. Precisely, it can only report those occurrences of P in T which occur at positions of the form d * i + 1.
To extend the power of this SBT, we obtain the GBWT tuples, and store them in a 2-d index, such as R-tree or KD-tree; alternatively, we may represent the GBWT tuples by an integer array, and index the array by the external-memory wavelet tree [20] , [17] . In either ways, efficient orthogonal range queries on the GBWT tuples can be supported.
1) Answering Pattern Matching Queries:
We now show how to use orthogonal range queries on the GBWT tuples for pattern matching. In particular, we find all those occurrences of P in T whose starting position is inside some meta-character in T . That is, those occurring at positions i (in T ) with i mod d = k, where k may not be 1. We call such an occurrence an offset-k occurrence. Here, we require that P is longer than d, so that its offset-k occurrence does not start and end inside the same character in T . For instance, let P = tgcg and consider the example text of Figure 1 . We see that P indeed occurs once in T , whose starting position is inside the third meta-character gtg of T . Also, because this occurrence starts at the second position inside a meta-character, we call this an offset-2 occurrence.
To find all offset-k occurrences of P in T , we first partition P into two parts: (i) P , which contains the first d − k + 1 characters of P , and (ii)P , which contains the remaining characters of P . It is shown that we can find all offset-k occurrences as follows:
Step 1. Search in SBT of T to obtain the SA range [ , r] ofP , so that SA [ ..r] are all occurrences ofP in T .
Step 2. Use the reverse of P to construct a range [c, c ], and search in the 2-d index for all points within the rectangle
Output each point as an occurrence. For example, suppose we want to find the offset-3 occurrence of P = cgtgc in our example text T . We know that whenever such an occurrence appears, it must haveP = gtgc appearing as a prefix of some suffix X of T , and P = c as a suffix in the meta-character before X. Indeed, we see that the latter condition implies the meta-character before X, when written in reverse order, is of the form c??; equivalently, such a reverse meta-character is within the range [caa, ctt].
We apply the above to find offset-k occurrences for k = 2, 3, . . . , d, giving the following result: Theorem 1: Suppose the SBT of T and a 2-d range query index for the GBWT tuples are stored. Then all occurrences of P with starting and ending positions inside different (meta-)characters of T can be found using d searches in the SBT and d orthogonal range queries.
Finally, we have to handle the case when P is shorter than d, so that both its starting and ending positions can be inside the same meta-character of T . In this case, we can apply the traditional inverted files for searching such patterns. In some applications where the query patterns are known to be longer than d, we can simply discard the inverted files to save space. Thus, a perfect choice of d would be the minimum length of a query pattern one may want to search.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. Tuning of String B-Tree
Recall that in the SBT search, when we visit a node, we need to compare P with the suffixes in the node so as to guide the traversal. In the current process, such a comparison is aided by the blind trie in the node, and the target is to find out the relative lexicographical order of P among the suffixes in the node. However, in contrast to a normal compact trie, the blind trie lacks the complete information in the edges (only the first character is stored), so that searching in the blind trie would actually invoke some random I/Os to recover the edge information.
Heuristic 1: Our first heuristic attempts to avoid these random I/Os completely, by explicitly storing the first 16 characters of each suffix inside the node. Consequently, if the relative lexicographical order of P can be determined directly, there will be no further I/Os, and we can proceed immediately to the next node in the traversal. A minor drawback with this heuristic is that each node has to reserve the space for these first 16 characters, such that we can no longer store the same number of suffixes as before. As a result, the branching factor of the SBT will be decreased a bit, which may make the height of the tree taller.
Heuristic 2: Our second heuristic is a standard and well-known trick: storing the first few levels of SBT explicitly in the internal memory. While the size of an SBT could be huge, the size of the first few levels, even up to half of all levels, is only O( √ n) space. This is quite manageable for indexing texts in most applications. As a result, the traversal in these levels will not incur any I/O.
B. Tuning of Range Query Index
While R-tree and KD-tree are general-purpose indexes for 2-d range query, the points in our application are usually skewed. Precisely, let us consider the ranges of x and y coordinates in a common setting. The x direction in our case represents the various suffixes of T , so that the range can be up to millions of values. On the other hand, the y direction in our case represents the meta-characters, so that when |Σ| and d are small (say, |Σ| = 4 for DNA texts and d = 4), the range may only be up to a few thousands. As a result, all the points we index fall into a very narrow stripe, and the traditional indexes like R-tree or KD-tree may fail to perform well.
Heuristic 3: Our third heuristic is to fine tune the criteria in the R-tree or KD-tree construction, such as ordering the x-cuts and y-cuts in KD-tree, so that a query invoked in our application can be answered more effectively.
C. Inverted Index for Short Patterns
The GBWT index handles all pattern occurrences which cross at least one meta-character boundary. To handle those occurrences which appear inside of a meta-character, we first generate a generalized suffix tree of all (distinct) metacharacters-there are at most |Σ| d of them. For each substring s of a distinct meta-character c, we store a pointer from s to c in the generalized suffix tree. The search in the suffix tree follows standard procedure, and once we match P and stop at a location ρ, we can identify all meta-characters c's that contain P as its substring, and proceed to find the occurrences of those c's. These occurrences of c's can readily be reported by searching the sparse SBT. However, in case the meta-character c occurs rarely in T (much less than B occurrences), then the list of all its positions in T is directly maintained within the generalized suffix tree so as to avoid a random I/O access in the sparse SBT.
There are about |Σ| d meta-characters to be indexed (for DNA text with d = 4, this number is about 4 4 = 256 entries). Generally, this index takes a very small fraction of space. This index always reports occ occurrences in at most O(occ/B) I/Os.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented our data structures using the C programming language, compiled with the gcc compiler version (4.2.4). All the experiments are simulation results, where we organize our memory logically into disk pages and the performance of a query is measured by the number of accessed disk pages. Our simulation is tested in an Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 3.40 GHz machine, with 1 GBytes of RAM. The OS is Ubuntu 4.2.4. The disk page size B is 1024 bytes.
A. The Settings
We compared the performance of the following indexes: 1) ST: The suffix tree under naive blocking strategy. Within each disk page where a subtree (or a forest of subtrees) of the suffix tree is stored, we avoid using pointers to indicate the parent-child relationship between the nodes. Instead, the subtree structure is stored by the parentheses encoding, saving 1.75 bytes per node on average. 2 2) ST + SA: The suffix tree under naive blocking strategy and the suffix array. When query is performed, we traverse the suffix tree using the input pattern to some location ρ in the tree as before. However, we do not perform the simple tree traversal to report the occurrences. Instead, we obtain the range of the suffix array that is below ρ, and report the desired occurrences by accessing the corresponding range in the suffix array. There is an overhead of 8 bytes per suffix tree node for storing the range information. 3) FSBT: The full version of the String B-tree that contains all suffixes. Each SBT node is stored in a disk page, and the tree structure of the blind trie is stored by the parentheses encoding. This saves 1.75 bytes per blind trie node on average. 4) FSBT + SA: The full version of String B-tree and the suffix array. When query is performed, we use the SBT to report the suffix range of the input pattern P . Afterwards, we report the desired occurrences by accessing the corresponding range in the suffix array. 5) SSBT-d + Rtree: The sparse version of the String B-tree with R-tree. The number of characters, d, in a meta-character is either 2, 4, or 8. 6) SSBT-d + KD-tree: The sparse version of the String B-tree with KD-tree. The number of characters, d, in a meta-character is either 2, 4, or 8.
The sparse version of the String B-tree with wavelet tree. The number of characters, d, in a meta-character is either 2, 4, or 8. All texts in our experiment are randomly generated texts with alphabet size = 4. The lengths of the texts include 1M, 2M, and 4M. For the pattern queries, apart from testing patterns with different lengths, we also test patterns selected from the following sets:
1) Set-0: Patterns with no occurrences in the text.
2) Set-1000: Patterns with average occurrences = 1000.
3) Set-3000: Patterns with average occurrences = 3000. 4) Set-10000: Patterns with average occurrences = 10000.
B. Tuning of SBT
The main purpose of having SBT (both FSBT and SSBT) in our indexes is to obtain the suffix range of an input pattern P . The searching I/O in such a procedure is independent of the number of occurrences of P . In our first experiment, we performed various fine tunings (Heuristic 1, or Heuristic 2, or both as described in Section IV) and compared the resulting I/O performance to obtain the suffix range when searching patterns with different lengths.
We tested the performance on a single input text which contains 4M characters. The text is indexed by FSBT, SSBT-2, SSBT-4, and SSBT-8. We select at random 1024 query patterns of length 25 from the input text. The results are shown in Table I .
As Heuristic 1 and Heuristic 2 both target at reducing the I/Os from searching the SBT, a great improvement (about 60-80% reduction) was observed for all different kinds of SBT when both heuristics are applied. This confirmed the practicality of the two heuristics. Thus from here onwards, we shall assume all SBTs to include both heuristics.
C. Tuning of KD-tree
As mentioned in Section IV, we may improve the performance of the 2D index if we take the distribution of points into consideration. Table V-C reports the performance of KD-tree with the default implementation and with tuning using Heuristic 3. In our experiment, we chose a random text of 4M characters which was indexed by SSBT-4. The KD-tree was used for outputting the occurrences. The pattern queries are selected from Set-1000, Set-3000, and Set-10000, respectively.
The above shows that fine tuning of KD-tree consistently gives minor improvements in query I/Os. Nevertheless, since fine tuning of KD-tree only re-organize the partition of the points, it will not add any extra space so that it should be used. Note that we have not performed tuning on R-tree though we expect similar improvements can be achieved.
D. Empirical Space
All the indexes we compared are linear-space indexes. We have constructed these indexes over texts of different lengths, including 1M, 2M, and 4M. The following is a close approximation to the space we found empirically. The space of ST, FSBT, SSBT-d are measured in the number n of characters, while the space of R-tree, KD-tree, and Wavelet are measured in terms of the size of the SSBT. 
ST:
21n bytes R-tree:
11n bytes KD-tree: 1.4 × size of SSBT FSBT + SA: 15n bytes Wavelet: 0.55 × size of SSBT For the space of the inverted index for short patterns, it consists of two parts: The generalized suffix tree and the list of pointers to the text. Table III Note that because the inverted index for d = 8 is huge, we should either use d = 8 when we only search for patterns longer than 8, or when the input text is very long so that we are willing to pay for the extra 102M bytes anyway.
E. Effect on Pattern Length
We experimented with various pattern sizes for empty queries, but our results show no significant difference in I/Os. Thus our I/Os are invariant of pattern size as we expected. Note that this is a significant improvement over the LZ-index by Arroyuelo and Navarro [4] where the number of I/Os scales up heavily with larger pattern sizes.
F. Effect on Number of Occurrences
When the number of occurrences of a pattern is high, the query I/Os is dominated by the I/O spent in occurrence reporting. In this part, we performed experiments to investigate the space/time tradeoff of various indexes concerning the occurrence reporting. We chose a random text of 4M characters, indexed with various indexes, and tested for pattern queries from Set-0, Set-1000, Set-3000, and Set-10000. The subsequent figures show the case when I/Os are dominated by reporting outputs. First we start with the moderate 1000 output case. In this case there are about 1000 positions matching the query. We can first observe that our indexes perform about 2-3 times more I/Os compared to suffix-array-based indexes. The main reason for the factor of 2 being that our point is a tuple and hence costs 8 bytes per point as against 4 bytes for SA value. Apart from that our indexes perform well in terms of the throughput. In the case of 10000 occurrences the worst of our index takes about 130 I/Os which amounts to about 66% of the best possible (80 I/Os). In the best case we achieve about 85% of I/O throughput. This is in stark contrast with [4] whose throughput is about 5-10%. We also note that I/Os for wavelet-tree-based index is much higher as expected.
There is a further interesting point to note. In the case of 10000 occurrences, SSBT + Wavelet with d = 2 has query performance very close to that of FSBT + SA, or ST + SA. The reason is that the wavelet tree in our experiment only has 2 levels, and in case d is small, the I/O for outputting occurrences becomes O(4 d + occ/B) instead of O(occ log B n).
